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Abstract

Legislator ideal points can be estimated by applying dimensionality reduction

techniques to the high dimensional space defined by legislators’ roll call votes to

find the latent ideological dimension that best explains voting behavior. Criti-

cally, the ideal points of these legislators must be estimated in a common latent

space so that their scores are comparable. Practically, this means that legisla-

tors must have expressed their preferences (voted) on comparable or identical

items (bills). We leverage a new set of common observations across states to

address this need. We use a dataset of 153,582 unique bills across 321 state leg-

islative sessions to identify new bridging observations and estimate ideal points

for state legislators in three states to demonstrate this pooling approach. We use

bill-to-bill similarity scores calculated with the Smith-Waterman local-alignment

algorithm to identify a set of ideal bridge observations: bills introduced in multi-

ple state houses in nearly identical form. In practice these bridge bills are often

model legislation drawn from a variety of sources including ALEC, ALICE and

the Council of State Governments. The directly comparable bills we use provide

an opportunity to observe state legislators expressing their preferences in a truly

comparable form. This enables us to calculate all state legislators’ ideal points

within one common space, by pooling the voting matrices of multiple states into

one large matrix and linking them with these bridge bills.

Keywords: ideal points, item response theory, state legislators, state politics,

text reuse, model legislation



State legislatures are remarkably active. According to one estimate, these legislatures

approved more than 29,000 bills during the 2015-16 legislative terms, showing them to be

far more productive than Congress during the same time period.1 Furthermore, they are

between five and seven times more likely than Congress to actually pass bills that mem-

bers had introduced earlier in the session.2 And they are not simply passing laws on minor

policy topics. Rather, they are at the forefront of a range of significant and often controver-

sial topics, including religious freedom, LGBT rights, medical marijuana, abortion, income

inequality, gun control, and many more.

Given the prominence of state legislatures in our governing system, it comes as no sur-

prise that scholars are increasingly turning their attention to the study of state legislatures.

In some cases, the goal is to understand what happens in the states - why, for example,

states adopt some policies and not others, or why legislators in one state vote differently

from legislators in other states. In other cases, states are used as settings in which to test

broader and more general theories of politics - theories of legislatures, of policymaking, of

relationships among institutions and between institutions and citizens.

In order to test any of these theories, however, a necessary component is to have measures

of ideology, or ideal points, for state legislators. In this paper we propose a new method

for developing these ideal points and then present some initial results for a few states. Our

goals are to explain the method that we use, identify and describe the data source, and to

present some initial and preliminary results on a handful of states.

Previous work

Over the past two decades, the estimation of ideal points for political actors has become

a thriving cottage industry within political science. The long-time standard in this area, of

course, is the creation of various forms of NOMINATE scores, which is a multidimensional

scaling technique that Poole and Rosenthal (2000) developed and that utilizes votes to

1http://cqrollcall.com/statetrackers/12-emerging-trends-from-the-2016-state-legislative-sessions/
2http://blog.quorum.us/state-legislatures-are-more-productive-than-congress
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calculate ideal points for members of Congress, usually in one or two dimensions. Over time,

different varieties of these scores have emerged to allow for comparisons across time, across

chamber, and across both time and chamber.

The development of new statistical and computational techniques, such as Bayesian meth-

ods, item response theory, correspondence analysis, and natural language processing, along

with the creation and use of new sources of data (e.g., expert surveys, campaign finance

contributions, speeches and other words-as-data sources) has led to an explosion of new ide-

ology scores that reach across institutions. Thus, we now have — to list just a handful of

the most notable examples — ideal points for judges (e.g., Bailey and Maltzman 2011) , for

presidents (e.g., Bertelli and Grose 2011), and for agencies and bureaucrats (e.g., Clinton,

Bertelli, Grose, Lewis and Nixon 2012; Chen and Johnson 2015). In addition, there are

scores for other legislatures, such as the European Parliament (e.g., Hix, Noury and Roland

2006), as well as new ways of computing ideal points for members of Congress (e.g., Clinton,

Jackman and Rivers 2004) and even congressional candidates (e.g., Bonica 2014). These

scores, along with others, have made dramatic contributions to our understanding of these

institutions and of the relationships across institutions.

One area that lagged behind these other areas, in terms of the creation of ideal point

estimates, was state politics. This is not to say that there were no successful attempts to

measure ideology in the states. Most prominently, Berry, Ringquist, Fording and Hanson

(1998) developed measures of state government ideology, deriving these scores from interest

group ratings of each state’s congressional delegation. This measure (along with their mea-

sure of citizen ideology) has been widely used by scholars who study state politics; but it

does not provide information about the ideal points of individual legislators. Other studies

then did develop ideal points for individual state legislators (e.g., Gerber and Lewis 2004;

Kousser, Lewis and Masket 2007), but none of these approaches produced estimates that

were comparable over time and across states, and that encompassed all states.

Into this breach stepped, first, Shor, Berry and McCarty (2010) and second, Shor and
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McCarty (2011). The first of these studies made use of the fact that some state legislators

“graduate” to Congress. Once these legislators reach Congress, they vote on the same

bills (i.e., a member who formerly served in the Kansas legislature and another member

who formerly served in the Illinois legislature now serve together in the same legislature —

Congress — and vote on the same laws). Given this connection, along with the assumption

that members retain the same ideological stances when they move from the state legislature

to Congress, it becomes straightforward to compute ideal points. First, within-state scores

are created for legislators, based on votes they took in the state legislature. Second, members

who served in state legislatures and in Congress are identified, and ideal points are created

for those members based on their congressional votes. Third, the state-level scores are then

mapped on to the congressional ideology space using regression. Thus, members who serve

in both state legislatures and Congress serve as a bridge, allowing state-level scores to be

adjusted so they fall on the same scale.

This method works well, but has a significant limitation: there are few states where

there are enough members who move from the state legislature to Congress to allow the

bridging technique to work. To address this problem, Shor and McCarty (2011) used a

similar approach, with one major difference: instead of creating bridges by relying on the

congressional votes of the handful of members who rise from states legislature to Congress,

they instead made use of Project Vote Smart’s National Political Awareness Test (NPAT).

This survey, which is sent to all candidates for legislative office at the state and national

levels, asks members for their views on a wide variety of policy issues, often asking for a

yes-or-no response that is similar to the yes-or-no votes that legislators cast. Furthermore,

these questions are asked over time and across all states. Shor and McCarty then proceed

by creating scores based on the NPAT responses, then using these scores to scale the state-

level-only scores into a common space.
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Our approach

Shor and McCarty’s approach is a significant improvement on all prior attempts to create

ideology scores for state legislators. By using a widely administered survey, they avoid Shor,

Berry and McCarty’s (2010) problem of having bridging observations for only a few states.

And by making use of NPAT surveys over time, they are able to solve the problems that all

earlier efforts faced: calculating scores for all states, rather than a handful of states; making

sure that the scores are comparable over time; and, perhaps most importantly, ensuring that

the scores are comparable across states.

At the same time, this approach leads to several other potential problems. First, response

rates vary greatly across states, with rates under 20% in some states.3 In addition, the

response rate has been declining over time. Although they are careful to investigate whether

nonresponse bias is an issue — and conclude that it is not — estimates will be far more

uncertain for some states than for others, and the declining response rate means that the

likelihood of nonresponse bias will increase over time.

Second, and more importantly, their analysis rests on two related and untested assump-

tions: that the questions on the NPAT survey are similar to the issues that members cast

votes on, and even if they are the same, that answering survey questions is the same as

casting votes. In many ways, these are reasonable assumptions. The NPAT surveys do ask

about the same sorts of issues that members vote on, including a wide range of foreign and

domestic policy issues. And respondents do, as noted earlier, answer either yes or no to many

of the questions, just as they vote either yes or no when faced with roll call votes in their

state legislature. But at the same time it is easy to imagine the many ways in which in which

a survey question would differ from the language of a legislative bill. More importantly, there

are reasons to doubt whether surveys and votes, even if they were on the same topics, would

elicit the same responses from legislators and challengers. A response on a survey, while not

3They report that the overall response rate for the period they examine is approximately one-third, which
is a high rate for such surveys.
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entirely costless (e.g., because an opponent could bring it up later), is certainly lower cost

than a vote, and certainly less visible. Furthermore, survey responses do not have real-world

implications, whereas votes do. And votes takes place within the maelstrom of Congress,

surrounded by pressure from constituents, interest groups, the president, other members,

and so on. Indeed, recent events in Congress strongly suggest that members are apt to vote

very differently on a bill that has consequences than on a bill that is symbolic; and the

responses to the NPAT surveys are in many ways similar to symbolic votes. Finally, NPAT

common space scores rely on a linear projection of state roll call scores into NPAT space,

and are thus reliant on the fit of these state-by-state projection models.

Our approach, which we describe in more detail in the next section, avoids these problems

by relying only on votes. More importantly, we rely both on votes on bills that exist only

within-state and votes on identical, or very similar, bills across states. This approach allows

us to avoid the problems of low response rates, declining response rates over time, different

response rates across states, whether survey questions are similar to bills, and especially

whether legislators behave differently when faced with a survey than when faced with a

legislative vote. Furthermore, because we pool across multiple states’ vote matrices and

estimate ideal points on one large matrix we avoid the potential additional uncertainty

introduced by projecting roll call scores into a separate common space.

Data and Methods

In order to carry out our approach, we need to identify a set of bills that exist in similar

form in multiple states. Because legislators in different states will vote on these bills, this

helps us to create bridges. Model legislation, which various organizations supply to states,

provides one example of bills that would appear in multiple states. But different states end

up holding votes on similar bills for other reasons, such as the diffusion of bills from one state

to another. In addition to these overlapping bills, we also need data on legislators’ votes on

bills that exist within a state. We then combine these states into a single matrix from which
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we estimate ideal points. Thus, our approach differs from the linear mapping approach used

by Shor and McCarty (2011) in that we use pooled scaling.

We begin by collecting state legislative data from OpenStates.org. Open States scrapes

state legislative websites, collecting all bills and votes available. Coverage in this dataset

differs depending on what each state makes available on its website, ranging from three

legislative sessions for Washington to twenty-three legislative sessions for Arizona. The

dataset contains 5.5 sessions for the median state. We use all bills in these states that

received a roll-call vote by a full chamber of those states’ legislatures.4 This yielded a

dataset of 153,582 bills, including both within-state bills and overlapping bills.

Next we identified a set of bridging observations — bills voted on in nearly identical form

in multiple states (i.e., our overlapping bills) — to allow us to estimate all legislators’ ideal

points in one common space. At this point we could have relied on only model legislation to

create bridges, but chose not to do so for two reasons. First, a state can change the text of

model legislation. Thus, just because two states are voting on the same model bill does not

mean that they are both voting on the same text. Second, as discussed above, states can

vote on two bills that are not model bills but that are very similar or even the same. And

we want to use these observations to increase the number of bridges in our dataset.

To identify similar text across bills (i.e., our overlapping bills), we used data made avail-

able from the Legislative Influence Detector (LID), a Data Science for Social Good project.5

LID uses the Smith-Waterman local alignment algorithm to identify cases where portions

of bills share extremely similar text. The Smith-Waterman algorithm, originally developed

4Committee votes are provided as part of the Open States vote data, but type data is reported inconsis-
tently across states and sessions. Because of this we could not simply select votes on passage for estimation.
By summing the yeas, nays and other votes cast for each bill and examining the distribution of this sum
within a chamber, we identified cut point, kc, for what to consider as a vote by the full chamber. Generally,
this cut point was chosen to be immediately prior to the final peak in what was a multimodal distribution for
most states. Any bills receiving a vote with more than the kc votes were included in our estimation dataset.
When bills had more than one vote on which more than kc votes were cast, we selected the vote with the
largest number of total votes to use as a response for estimation. When there were two or more votes on a
particular bill that tied for the maximum number of votes cast, we used all ties. As a result, the number of
votes in the legislator-vote matrix is larger than the number of unique bills.

5https://dssg.uchicago.edu/lid/
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for matching molecular subsequences, can be used to align two texts (Smith and Waterman

1981). When applied to texts, the algorithm awards two points for every place that there

is the same word in the same position in both texts, and subtracts one point for every mis-

alignment (Xu, Smith, Mullen and Cordell 2014). Wilkerson, Smith and Stramp (2015) used

this approach to identify text reuse in bills that have been introduced in Congress. LID

extracted the Smith-Waterman scores for portions of bills that were high-similarity matches.

For each bill-to-bill dyad, the Smith-Waterman algorithm applied by LID provided a set

of local alignments (i.e., portions of matching or nearly-matching text) that were found in

both bills, as well as scores for these matching portions. To calculate a similarity score for

each bill-to-bill dyad we used the unique set of local alignments that were found within the

two bills. We then sum the scores of the matches in this set and divide by two to obtain an

overall non-normalized similarity score between those two bills. That is, pairs of bills that

shared many (and longer) matching portions of text according to LID would tend to have

the highest non-normalized similarity scores. All else equal, these non-normalized similarity

scores will tend to be larger as bills within the dyad are longer, since there is more text

available to match.6

Using this approach, we discovered 86,571 bills that had portions of text that were found

in other bills. This set comprised the population of possible bridge bills, as they represent

instances in which legislators in different states cast votes on bills that contained portions

of shared text. Of course, a small portion of re-used text is not sufficient to constitute a

match, particularly because many bills contain similar boilerplate language. After all, two

bills about oil policy might both contain a similar section about the necessity of freeing

America from dependence on foreign sources of oil, but then have little else in common.

For two bills, A and B, we are interested in a similarity score that is a monotonic function

of the percentage of bill A that is also in bill B. To obtain this, it was necessary to normalize

scores by bill length. We then scraped state legislative websites for bill documents, which

6For example, long bills that contain many definitions have more opportunities to have those definitions
in common with other long definition-filled bills, even if the rest of the bills are not meaningfully similar.
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we then processed to extract bill text. Using the extracted text, we calculated the word

count of each bill. Dividing the non-normalized score by the length of bill A provides a new,

normalized similarity score that is a monotonic function of the percentage of bill A that is

also in bill B. Dividing by the length of bill B provides a score that is a monotonic function

of the percentage of bill B that is also in bill A. Because we are interested in identifying

pairs of bills that are both quite similar to each other, rather than instances where one bill

is a proper subset of another much larger bill, we arrive at a final dyadic similarity score by

taking the minimum of these two scores.7

The dyadic similarity scores we created range from 0 to 3.36. We use a normalized dyadic

similarity score threshold of 1 to identify bridge bills. These are bills that we have identified

as sharing substantial portions of their text with each other, so that we can consider a

vote on both bills to be analogous expressions of preference. This threshold was chosen

by manually examining bills at different similarity levels in order to assess whether they

appeared substantively similar. We believe this is a conservative threshold. Table 1 below

shows two bills with a score just above the threshold (1.1), that are highly similar.

[Insert Table 1 here]

A normalized dyadic similarity score threshold of 1 yields a set of 1118 bridging dyads,

with 565 unique bills. We consider each dyad above this threshold as a match, and construct

bridging observations by collapsing columns in the voting matrix that are matches. Matches

may be more than simple dyads; in fact, in several instances there are clusters of matches,

meaning that multiple legislatures considered the same (or nearly the same) bill.

Using the dyads with similarity scores above the identified threshold, we construct a

network of similar bills. This network is composed of many small subgraphs which are not

7For example, one omnibus bill, O, may contain the entirety of several smaller bills, e.g., S1−n, within
it. In this case, the non-normalized scores would show that one of the smaller bills S1 shared all of its text
with O. But we could not consider these overlapping bills for the purpose of bridging, because a vote on
S1 expresses a preference only for the content of S1, while a vote for O expresses a preference for all of the
bills S1−n contained within O. Therefore, we must consider the share of O that is represented in S1 as well,
and take the smaller of these two values when considering dyadic similarity. In this way, high similarity bills
share the majority of their text with each other.
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connected to each other, called unconnected components. Each unconnected component

represents a cluster of closely similar bills. This bill similarity network can be seen in Figure

1, below.

[Insert Figure 1 here]

The bill with the highest degree (that is, number of connections) in each component was

chosen as the bridge bill, and all others in that component were relabeled as the same bill.

For example, in a cluster of bills that are connected to each other by dyadic similarity above

the threshold of 1, one bill may have shared text with more bills in that cluster than others.

This bill would be chosen as the bridging bill, and votes by state legislators on the other bills

in the cluster would be considered as votes on that bridging bills. Thus, each component

in this network represents one bridging column in the vote matrix, comprised of multiple

similar bills across multiple states.

Initial Estimates

To conduct initial tests of our approach, we rely on the recent contribution of Imai, Lo

and Olmsted (2016). Although there are now several statistical approaches to the estimate

to ideal points based on roll call votes — for example, multidimensional scaling (e.g., Poole

and Rosenthal 2000), item response theory (IRT) with MCMC (e.g., Clinton, Jackman and

Rivers 2004), and correspondence analysis (e.g., Bonica 2014) — Imai, Lo, and Olmsted’s

approach is particularly well suited for our data. These authors have developed an IRT

model estimated with the expectation maximization (EM) algorithm, which has been shown

to have several favorable computational properties. This approach is particularly appropriate

for situations involving especially large numbers of legislators and bills. Given that eventually

we will conduct our estimation on a pooled matrix of all 50 states, with a matrix on the

order of 10,000 legislators and 100,000 votes, the virtues of this approach are readily apparent.

Thus, we use the R package “emIRT” developed by Imai, Lo and Olmsted (2016) to conduct
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our initial tests.

We anticipate that sparsity of bridging bills may be an issue, so as a proof of concept

we choose two pairs of states with the largest number of bridging bills between them and

estimate a common space of legislative ideal points for these states. South Carolina and

Oklahoma share fourteen bills that were introduced in highly similar forms according to

our algorithm, while South Carolina and North Carolina have ten bills in common.8 We

focus on estimating the ideal points of state legislators in these states. By conducting this

initial analysis, we can show both the feasibility of our approach and also how our estimates

change as we move from one estimation that only includes within-state bills to a second that

is estimated on a complete matrix involving both within-state bills and overlapping bills.

The Open States data contain 3,343 votes for 157 legislators across three sessions for

South Carolina, 5,273 votes for 140 legislators across four sessions in Oklahoma, and 6,317

votes for 228 legislators across four sessions in North Carolina. First, we estimate ideal points

for each state separately using emIRT, which allows us to find informative starting points for

the multi-state pooled estimation. Within each state we pool across chambers and sessions,

estimate the starting points together with individual state matrices from which the bridge

votes have been removed. For each state we use a randomly selected Republican legislator

as an anchor to identify the model with respect to reflection; this ensured that Republicans

were always on the right (positive) side of the scale.

Next, we use the results from these individual state ideal points as starting points for the

estimation of the full pooled matrix with bridging observations in two different ways. First,

we use the raw output as start points, and second we rescale each state’s scores so that they

individually range from -1 to 1, and use the rescaled scores as start points.

8North Carolina and Oklahoma have one bill in common.
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Results

We begin by reporting the starting values used in the estimation. These are state legisla-

tor ideal points for each state that have been estimated using only within-state bills with all

bridge bills excluded. We use both raw scores estimated within-state and within-state scores

rescaled from -1 to 1 to estimate pooled scores. Below we report the distributions of both in

Figure 2. More specifically, the top row shows scaled scores for the three states. In contrast,

the bottom row shows non-scaled scores, which have significantly different distributions and

different ranges for each state.

[Insert Figure 2 here]

Using scaled and non-scaled starting values produce broadly similar results. Figure 3

shows the distribution of ideal points derived for each state from the pooled estimations,

with both non-scaled (top) and scaled (bottom) starting values shown. From this we can

see that the choice over whether or not to scale starting ideal points for each state prior

to pooled estimation does not appear to have significant affect on the distribution of final

pooled estimates. Indeed, the scores estimated with and without scaled starting values have

a correlation of 0.979.

[Insert Figure 3 here]

Because non-scaled start values and scaled start values produce broadly similar results,

we will focus on the estimates derived with scaled start values for ease of comparison. In

the figures below we show results from the estimation that was conducted using the scaled

within-state estimates as starting values. These results have then been rescaled to a range

of -1 to 1 so that they can more readily be compared to the start values. Figure 4 shows the

distribution of these pooled estimates (top) and the within-state estimates that were used

as start values for the pooling (bottom). In general, the pooled results shift the peaks of the

bimodal state distributions slightly towards the center, and increase the density of moderate
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legislators. For example, in North Carolina there were no legislators that were truly centrist

based on the start values. However, the pooled estimates show continuous (although low)

density of legislators in the center of the spectrum.

[Insert Figure 4 here]

We can further investigate these newly-computed scores by looking within each legislature

at the median scores of Democrats and Republicans. Figure 5 presents this information. As

the figure shows, the party medians in Oklahoma are considerably to the right of the medians

of both North Carolina and South Carolina. While North and South Carolina have quite

similar Democratic party medians, the Republican party in South Carolina is notably to

the left of its counterpart in North Carolina. It is worth noting that these patterns do

not completely match those reported in Shor and McCarty (2011). There are similarities:

we, like they, find that the party medians in Oklahoma are to the right of those in South

Carolina and North Carolina. But there are also differences: unlike Shor and McCarty, we

find the Republican party median of North Carolina to be to the right of the Republican

party median of South Carolina. Of course, our results are estimated on votes taken almost

exclusively after those used in Shor and McCarty (2011); thus, this disagreement may be

the result of shifting party medians within-state over time. The mixed agreement between

the ordering of the party medians in our estimates and those of Shor and McCarty (2011)

provides mixed preliminary support for the face validity of the estimates derived using our

approach. In future work we will conduct more detailed comparisons between our estimates

and existing estimates of state legislators’ ideal points.

[Insert Figure 5 here]

These pooled results also differ from the estimates derived using separate within-state-

only vote matrices for each state. Figure 6 shows how the party medians shifted from the

within-state start values to the pooled estimation with bridges. Within-party estimates are
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shown in a lighter color than the final pooled estimates. As Figure 6 shows, Oklahoma’s

party medians are pulled towards the center more than North Carolina’s. In particular,

compared to the within-state starting estimates, pooled estimation shifts the Republican

party median in Oklahoma farther to the left than it shifts the Democratic party median in

North Carolina to the right.

[Insert Figure 6 here]

Conclusion

In this paper we have suggested an alternate approach to estimating state legislator ideal

points in a common space across chambers and sessions. We identify highly similar bills

introduced in multiple states and use these as bridging observations to estimate IRT ideal

points on one large “pooled” matrix of legislators and votes.

We report estimates for three states which are particularly well connected by these bridg-

ing observations. Preliminarily, we find mixed correspondence between party medians of

these estimates and those of existing measures in the states we test.

In future work, we will extend this analysis to a larger set of states as we identify ad-

ditional bridging observations and report more extensive and detailed validations of the

estimates derived from this approach.
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Figure 1: Unconnected components represent bridge bills
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Figure 2: Non-scaled and scaled starting values (ideal points estimated within-state)
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Figure 3: Ideal points estimated pooling across states with non-scaled and scaled starts
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Figure 4: Pooled and within-state ideal point estimates (scaled)
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Figure 5: Party medians by state
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Figure 6: Party medians estimated within-state vs pooled
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Montana H.B. 603, 2013 Tennessee S.B. 2087, 2014
A BILL FOR AN ACT ENTITLED: "AN ACT PROVIDING THAT A

GOVERNMENT ENTITY MUST OBTAIN A SEARCH WARRANT PRIOR TO

OBTAINING LOCATION INFORMATION OF AN ELECTRONIC DEVICE; AND

ROVIDING EXCEPTIONS, DEFINITIONS, AND A CIVIL PENALTY." BE

IT ENACTED BY THE LEGISLATURE OF THE STATE OF MONTANA: 9

NEW SECTION. Section 1. Location information privacy --

civil penalty. (1) Except as provided in subsection (2), a

government entity may not obtain the location information of

an electronic device without a search warrant issued by a

duly authorized court. (2) A government entity may obtain

location information of an electronic device under any of the

following circumstances: (a) the device is reported stolen

by the owner; (b) in order to respond to the user’s call

for emergency services; (c) with the informed, affirmative

consent of the owner or user of the electronic device; or (d)

there exists an immediate life-threatening situation. (3)

Any evidence obtained in violation of this section is not

admissible in a civil or administrative proceeding and may

not be used in an affidavit of probable cause in an effort

to obtain a search warrant. 4) A violation of this section

will result in a civil fine not to exceed $50. NEW SECTION.

Section 2. Definitions. As used in [section 1] and this

section, the following definitions apply: (1) "Electronic

communication service" means a service that provides to

users of the service the ability to send or receive wire

or electronic communications. service, remote computing

service, or location information service. (3) "Government

entity" means a state or local agency, including but not

limited to a law enforcement entity or any other investigative

entity, agency, department, division, bureau, board, or

commission or an (2) "Electronic device" means a device

that enables access to or use of an electronic communication

individual acting or purporting to act for or on behalf

of a state or local agency. (4) "Location information"

means information concerning the location of an electronic

device that, in whole or in part, is generated or derived

from or obtained by the operation of an electronic device.

(5) "Location information service" means the provision of

a global positioning service or other mapping, locational,

or directional information service. (6) "Remote computing

service" means the provision of computer storage or processing

services by means of an electronic communications system. NEW

SECTION. Section 3. Codification instruction. [Sections 1

and 2] are intended to be codified as an integral part of

Title 46, chapter 5, and the provisions of Title 46, chapter

5, apply to [sections 1 and 2].

AN ACT to amend Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 39, Chapter

13, Part 6, relative to surveillance. BE IT ENACTED BY

THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY OF THE STATE OF TENNESSEE: SECTION 1.

Tennessee Code Annotated, Title 39, Chapter 13, Part 6, is

amended by adding the following language as a new section:

(a) As used in this section: (1) ‘‘Electronic communication

service" means a service that provides to users of the

service the ability to send or receive wire or electronic

communications; (2) "Electronic device" means a device that

enables access to or use of an electronic communication

service, remote computing service, or location information

service; (3) "Governmental entity" means a state or local

government agency, including, but not limited to, any law

enforcement agency that is a lawfully established state

or local public agency responsible for the prevention and

detection of crime, local government code enforcement, or the

enforcement of penal, traffic, regulatory, game, or controlled

substance laws. A governmental entity also includes any other

investigative entity, agency, department, division, bureau,

board, commission, or an individual acting or purporting

to act for or on behalf of a state or local agency; (4)

"Location information" means information concerning the

location of an electronic device that, in whole or in part,

is generated or derived from or obtained by the operation of

an electronic device; (5) ‘‘Location information service"

means the provision of global positioning service or other

mapping, locational, or directional information service;

and (6) ‘‘Remote computing service" means the provision

of computer storage or processing services by means of an

electronic communications system. (b) Except as provided

in subsection (c), no governmental entity shall obtain the

location information of an electronic device without a search

warrant issued by a duly authorized court. (c) A government

entity may obtain location information of an electronic

device under any of the following circumstances: (1) The

device is reported stolen by the owner; (2) In order to

respond to the user’s call for emergency services; (3) To

prevent imminent danger to the life of the owner or user; (4)

To prevent imminent danger to the public; or (5) With the

informed, affirmative consent of the owner or user of the

electronic device. (d) Any evidence obtained in violation

of this section is not admissible in a civil, criminal,

or administrative proceeding and shall not be used in an

affidavit of probable cause in an effort to obtain a search

warrant. (e) A person who violates this section commits a

Class C misdemeanor. SECTION 2. This act shall take effect

upon becoming a law, the public welfare requiring it.

Table 1: Two bills near the similarity threshold
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